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Preston New Road Exploration Works | Community Liaison Group 

Date:   

Tuesday, 6th March 2018     

Venue:  

Wrea Green Institute, Station Road, Wrea Green, Preston, PR4 2PH 

Attending:  

Councillor Paul Hayhurst, member for Fylde West division on Lancashire County Council 

Councillor Julie Brickles, member for Warton and Westby ward on Fylde Borough Council 

Councillor Dawn Ansell, Weeton-with-Preese Parish Council  

Councillor Miranda Cox, Kirkham Town Council  

Councillor Stuart Harrison, Medlar-with-Wesham Town Council  

David Kirkham, Westby-with-Plumptons Parish Council 

Christopher Holliday, Local Community Representative  

Graham Daniels, Local Community Representative 

Mary Ellison, Local Community Representative 

Mary Finn, Local Community Representative 

Jan Gregson, Local Community Representative 

Liz Cheadle, Local Community Representative  

Sergeant Andy Hill, Lancashire Constabulary  

Sergeant Anthony Alves, Lancashire Constabulary  

Andrew Mullaney, Lancashire County Council  

Tony Almond, Health & Safety Executive  

Mark Lappin, Cuadrilla  

Laura Hughes, Cuadrilla  

Jackie Dobson, Lexington Communications  

Apologies:  

Councillor John Kirkham, member for Warton and Westby ward on Fylde Borough Council 

 

Item  Action 

1. 
 
 

Welcome and introductions 

Councillor Hayhurst welcomed attendees and apologised for being unable to 

attend February’s meeting. Jackie Dobson noted the apology received. 

 
 
 
  

2. Agree meeting report of 5th February 2018 

Members approved the meeting report as an accurate record. 

 
 

3. Review actions arising from previous meeting  
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Action 1. Mark Lappin to check – It was confirmed that a copy of the letter 

provided to Lancashire County Council regarding the number of employees 

residing on site had been copied to Fylde Borough Council. 

Action 2. Lancashire County Council to update on response received – Andrew 

Mullaney confirmed that Lancashire County Council had contacted officers at 

Fylde Borough Council and is awaiting a response.  

Action 3. Steve Molyneux and Westby-with-Plumptons Parish Council to liaise – 

Referring to the previous offer for the Environment Agency to attend a meeting 

to discuss efforts to protect against flooding in the area, it was agreed that 

Westby-with-Plumptons Parish Council would facilitate a meeting.  

Action 4. Steve Molyneux to produce flow diagram – It was noted that Steve 

Molyneux would advise during the industry regulators update [Agenda Item 8].  

Action 5. Councillor Cox to obtain imagery – It was confirmed that photographs 

had been supplied to Cuadrilla and a response provided regarding said images.  

Action 6. Councillor Cox to liaise with Sergeant Hill – Councillor Cox confirmed 

that concerns regarding the behaviour of police officers had been raised at a 

recent campaign meeting.   

 

Action 7. Mark Lappin to consider removing heras fencing – Mark Lappin advised 

that the heras fencing across the bellmouth has been removed.  

Action 8. Mark Lappin to confirm – Mark Lappin referred to a questioned raised 

regarding a £26k discrepancy between this figure cited in the recent Lancashire 

Community Tracker (£161,000) and the amount paid out if £13,000 had been 

unclaimed (£187,000). He advised that the Lancashire Commitment Tracker 

included figures up to 31st December 2017 – this was a hard deadline for auditing 

purposes. In contrast, the second figure did not have a hard deadline and 

includes figures beyond the 31st December.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Question & Answer session 

Members reviewed the responses provided to questions raised ahead of the 

meeting. A handout was provided to attendees.  

During the review of responses, several additional questions were raised: 

 When will the work United Utilities is undertaking opposite Knights K9 Kare 

be completed? Liz Cheadle advised that a contractor had suggested it would 

be completed soon and Sergeant Hill advised that it would not be completed 

prior to Easter.  
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 Why are security staff taking photographs for personal use? A brief discussion 

followed regarding whether it was appropriate for Cuadrilla employees to 

take photographs, with Councillor Ansell citing her experience of security 

staff repeatedly taking photographs of her vehicle.  

 

Councillor Hayhurst suggested that the Head of Security should be invited to 

attend the next CLG meeting to discuss the issue further. Mark Lappin 

advised that he would liaise with the security team and provide an update at 

the next meeting.  

 

 Does the gas retrieved stay the same? It was confirmed that the composition 

of the gas remains the same and an odour is added to help detection in-line 

with regulation. 

 

 Will Cuadrilla be subject to further financial viability tests? Mark Lappin 

confirmed that Greg Clark, Secretary of State for Business, Energy & Industrial 

Strategy, will undertake a financial assessment prior to fracking commencing.      

 

A discussion followed regarding the Government’s position on shale gas 

exploration and extraction. Mary Finn referred to a recent episode of BBC’s 

Question Time where Conservative panellist Ken Clarke questioned whether 

local residents had felt seismic activity in 2012; Mary Finn advised that she 

had experienced this.  

 

With regard to the Government determining planning applications, Councillor 

Hayhurst advised that members at Lancashire County Council had recently 

voted unanimously on a motion to ensure applications are determined at a 

local level. He noted that members of Fylde Borough Council would be 

considering a similar motion later that week.  

 

 An additional request was made to encourage the protesters to remove the 

hundreds of ribbons tied to the hedgerows adjacent to the protester camp 

due to the nesting season. 

 

 

 

Mark Lappin 

to liaise with 

staff and 

update  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Lancashire Police update 

Sergeant Hill advised that Lancashire Constabulary has taken on board feedback 

received regarding the operation at Preston New Road and behaviour of police 

officers.  

He noted that officers continue to engage with campaigners at regular meetings 

and referred to recent concerns raised regarding speed limits on the A583. 

Sergeant Hill referred to a community roadwatch initiative that allows local 
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residents to work alongside police teams and use speed detection equipment to 

identify speeding vehicles locally. He advised that Lancashire Constabulary is also 

liaising with Lancashire County Council and Lancashire Fire & Rescue Service 

regarding the issue.  

Referring to visits made to the protest camps by Lancashire Police, Lancashire 

Fire & Rescue and Fylde Borough Council last year, Sergeant Hill noted that entry 

had previously been refused at the ‘New Hope’ camp on land adjacent to Lytham 

Windows business. He advised that representatives of the camp had met with 

officers and local councillors to address concerns and provide information, such 

as sanitary advice, as well as provide smoke alarms. 

With regard to protestor activity, Sergeant Hill referred to an incident of an 

individual climbing on a vehicle on Monday, 12th February and planned action by 

Reclaim the Power on Friday, 16th March. He noted that during February, 40 

protestors have been convicted, with only one case dismissed.  

Referring to concerns raised regarding the pollution caused by police vehicles at 

Preston New Road, Sergeant Hill explained that it is necessary to keep their 

engines running due to the auxiliary equipment within the vehicles. However, he 

noted that Lancashire Constabulary is considering using alternative vehicles to 

address these concerns.    

Sergeant Hill informed attendees that he would no longer be attending future 

CLG meetings and introduced Sergeant Alves who will represent Lancashire Police 

moving forward. Sergeant Alves introduced himself to members. 

Referring to previous discussions regarding the cost of policing the operation at 

Preston New Road, Mary Finn advised that she had written to Mark Menzies, 

Member of Parliament for Fylde, regarding the issue, but had not received a 

reply. She questioned who she should contact regarding the issue. Attendees 

suggested Mary Finn attends one of Mark Menzies’ advice surgeries.   

Sergeant Hill advised that Clive Grunshaw, Lancashire’s Police and Crime 

Commissioner, has been vocal on the issue and reminded attendees that 

Lancashire Police had received a visit from a senior representative from Her 

Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary. He advised a decision should be made in 

the next few months.   

Jan Gregson asked why there is a police presence at Preston New Road, a view 

echoed by Councillor Harrison who also questioned the number of officers 

deployed to the site waiting for protestors to commit crimes. Sergeant Hill 

advised that officers have to balance the right to lawful protest, the rights of 

Cuadrilla to undertake lawful activity and the rights of the local community to go 
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about their daily business. 

He sought to reassure attendees that the number of police officers at Preston 

New Road has not compromised activities elsewhere, citing that additional 

officers have recently been deployed to Freckleton and Warton due to a number 

of recent burglaries in the area. He advised that officers are deployed where and 

when they are needed across the County.  

Councillor Cox advised that she had a number of questions for Lancashire Police, 

but felt it more appropriate to raise these at the next campaigners meeting.   

On behalf of the Group, Councillor Hayhurst offered his thanks and appreciation 

to Sergeant Hill for his participation in the CLG and welcomed Sergeant Alves. 

6. Site update  

Mark Lappin provided an overview of operational activity, advising that Cuadrilla 

is continuing to drill the horizontal well which should be completed in the next 

few weeks. He explained that once both wells are drilled, the rig will be 

dismantled and removed from the site. Councillor Ansell asked how far the well 

has been drilled and Mark Lappin confirmed approximately 0.5 km.  

Raising questions asked by local residents, Councillor Brickles asked whether 

Cuadrilla would consider a Union Health & Safety representative visiting the site. 

Mark Lappin agreed and suggested that details are provided to Jackie Dobson to 

make the necessary arrangements. 

Councillor Brickles asked whether Cuadrilla had an Emergency Plan in the event 

that a tanker spilt its load. Sergeant Hill advised that the carrier is responsible for 

the loads it carries, with signs to mark delivery vehicles that carry dangerous or 

hazardous materials. He noted that Lancashire Fire & Rescue would respond to a 

spill incident. 

Referring to the recent incident in Oklahoma and the creation of a one mile 

evacuation area around the site following the accident, Councillor Brickles asked, 

on behalf of local residents, whether local residents would know what to do in a 

similar situation. She questioned whether procedures are in place to manage an 

incident at Preston New Road.  

Mark Lappin advised that local residents are often evacuated by the emergency 

services following incidents, citing the evacuation of nearby residents after the 

explosion in Leicestershire last week. He noted that the response is not 

rehearsed, but that decisions are taken by the emergency services.  

With regard to an Emergency Plan, Mark Lappin advised that Cuadrilla has 

generic procedures in place. Sergeant Hill advised that in the event of an incident, 
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a multi-agency approach would be taken to deal with the response. 

Citing the concerns of residents, Councillor Brickles advised that local people are 

nervous about the potential of an incident at Preston New Road and the ability of 

Cuadrilla and the emergency services to respond. This view was shared by 

Councillor Cox. Councillor Hayhurst suggested a bespoke Emergency Plan is 

prepared for the site that the public can view. Mark Lappin agreed to consider 

this. 

In response to concerns regarding the Oklahoma incident, Laura Hughes advised 

that the findings of the investigation are not publically available. However, she 

offered to explain the findings to members once these are known and discuss 

how this relates to Cuadrilla’s operation at Preston New Road to ensure 

attendees are fully informed.  

Referring to Cuadrilla’s consent to drill four wells at Preston New Road, Graham 

Daniels asked whether Cuadrilla will be drilling these if the rig is moved off site 

following the completion of the first and second wells. Mark Lappin explained 

that Cuadrilla will drill the first and second wells, analyse the results and consider 

when it will drill the two additional wells within the timescales permitted under 

the planning consent.  

Councillor Cox advised that she would email additional questions to Jackie 

Dobson for a response.   

 
 
 
 
 
Mark Lappin 
to consider 
 
 
 

7. Lancashire County Council Update  

Providing an update from Lancashire County Council, Andrew Mullaney advised 

that one complaint had been received. He advised that Lancashire County Council 

is now preparing for the Public Inquiry for Roseacre Wood due to commence next 

month.  

Referring to the previous suggestion that Lancashire County Council would 

facilitate dealing with complaints from those who did not want to provide their 

contact details to Cuadrilla, Councillor Cox asked whether this was happening. 

Andrew Mullaney confirmed this was being undertaken and remained 

manageable.  

Councillor Brickles asked whether Lancashire County Council is informed when 

Cuadrilla breaches the Traffic Management Plan (TMP) by turning right in or out 

of site. Andrew Mullaney explained that, since the TMP was amended, right turns 

in and out of the site are not considered breaches and can be undertaken 

following a risk assessment conducted by Cuadrilla’s security team in consultation 

with the Police.  
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In response to the question raised, Andrew Mullaney advised that Lancashire 

County Council is informed of any instances with an explanation why the decision 

was taken to deviate from the primary route. Elaborating on this, he explained 

that Cuadrilla prepares a weekly report and contacts the Planning Department 

directly to advise of any instances.  

Councillor Brickles criticised the assessments being undertaken, citing an incident 

of one protester sitting at the front gate as a reason why a right turn was 

undertaken; she questioned the level of risk posed by the gentlemen and 

suggested ‘checks and balances’ are not in place to ensure process is appropriate.  

Mark Lappin explained that risk assessments are undertaken and action taken if it 

is considered that an alternative route is necessary. He suggested the ‘checks and 

balances’ were a record of these events and the number of such events on record 

represents the due process. He offered to regularly inform attendees of the 

number of right turns in and out of site at CLG meetings as part of the regular site 

update. 

As a resident of Carr Bridge Residential Park, Graham Daniels expressed 

frustration regarding the number of instances vehicles are permitted to turn right 

in and out of site. He said that right-turns cause inconvenience to residents when 

these instances occur. Councillor Hayhurst suggested that this is discussed further 

at the next meeting once members are informed by Cuadrilla regarding the 

frequency of right turns in and out of the site.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mark Lappin 

to provide 

update 

 

 

 

8. Industry regulators update 

Tony Almond of the Health & Safety Executive (HSE) advised attendees that 

inspectors continue to scrutinise activity on the site through the operations 

reports. He noted that no concerns had been raised. 

Steve Molyneux of the Environment Agency (EA) advised that assessments are 

still ongoing regarding Cuadrilla’s application to vary the waste environmental 

permit to discharge surface water into Carr Bridge Brook and the Hydraulic 

Fracture Plan.  

He noted there is ongoing liaison between the EA and key regulators, such as the 

Oil & Gas Authority & Public Health England, to arrange a briefing session for the 

local community to engage with regulators and provide an opportunity to ask 

questions about the process.  

With regard to the monthly briefing note detailing waste disposal from the site 

and a flow diagram [Action 4], Steve Molyneux advised that this had been 

circulated to the secretariat for circulation.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jackie 
Dobson to 
circulate  
members 
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Raising a question asked by a local resident, Councillor Brickles asked why water 

monitoring of Carr Brook has stopped. Steve Molyneux confirmed that 

monitoring continues.  

Councillor Brickles asked why there is no data relating to water monitoring of 

Preese Hall in the archives. Steve Molyneux advised that surface water 

monitoring was not undertaken at Preese Hall.  

9. 

 

Agreed date of next meeting 

It was agreed that the next meeting should take place at: 

7pm on Monday, 9th April at Wrea Green Institute, Station Road, Wrea Green, 

Preston, PR4 2PH. 

 

10. Any other business 

Graham Daniels advised that for personal reasons he had decided to step down 

as a member of the CLG. On behalf of the Group, Councillor Hayhurst offered his 

thanks and appreciation to Graham Daniels for his participation in the CLG.  

Referring to his earlier comments regarding the impact of vehicles turning right in 

and out of the site, Councillor Hayhurst suggested that it was important for the 

CLG to have a representative of Carr Bridge Residential Park. Graham Daniels 

explained that he has sought a volunteer from the Park, but had been 

unsuccessful. He suggested that due to the age of residents within the Park, there 

was limited appetite to sit on the CLG.  

Echoing comments raised by Councillor Hayhurst, Sergeant Hill suggested that it 

was important for a resident of Carr Bridge Residential Park to sit on the CLG, 

noting that it is difficult to engage with residents given the nature of the 

residential development. He noted that the Park does not have a notice board, 

nor does the manager reside on site.  

Sergeant Hill suggested a mail shot to encourage residents to volunteer to sit on 

the CLG. It was agreed that Lancashire County Council would issue a letter to 

residents of Carr Bridge Residential Park and liaise with Westby-with-Plumptons 

Parish Council regarding the membership of the CLG.  

Following a discussion, it was agreed that Graham Daniels would attend the next 

CLG meeting.  

Councillor Hayhurst closed the meeting. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LCC to issue 
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Cuadrilla Resources Ltd 
Cuadrilla House 
6 Sceptre Court 

Sceptre Way 
Bamber Bridge  

Lancashire 
PR5 6AW  

United Kingdom 
Tel: +44(0)1772 585 450 
Fax: +44(0)1772 585 451  

www.cuadrillaresources.com

 

 

Company No: 06472493 

VAT No: 945 6375 88 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Questions & Answers 
 
Please find below responses to additional questions raised by residents following the Community Liaison 
Group meeting on Monday, 5th February 2018. 

A flatbed lorry entered and left site after 10pm on Saturday 3rd feb.  We know this is not a breach but was 
this due to any work being carried out on site? 

With regard to the flatbed lorry which entered and exited the site after 10pm on Saturday 3rd February, we 
can confirm that the vehicle was delivering equipment to the site.  

Is the work that United Utilities have been doing near the “viewing area” opposite K9 connected to 
Cuadrilla’s operations?  

The work United Utilities is undertaking opposite Knights K9 Kare is not connected to Cuadrilla’s operations.  

We have seen security staff in the road directing traffic even when there are police around.  At the CLG 
you said you consider security to be part of your team and are therefore accountable for them. 

Regarding security staff diverting traffic, these staff members are on contract and for day-to-day work tasks 
operate under our supervision. As such, at times they will assist with ensuring the safe movement of 
vehicles.  

When security staff video and take photographs on the highway is this on their personal cameras or work 
issue equipment?  Where do these images go? How is the information used? Are Cuadrilla happy that 
there data protection proceedures are adequate. 

There are various reasons that Cuadrilla team members may take photographs for personal or business 
use. If Cuadrilla personnel have recorded using personal devices this would probably be for their own 
personal safety. Images for business use may be used on the Company’s secure system and all data is held 
securely in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998 and subsequent revisions. 

 Should CCTV notification signs be displayed near site? 

We do not have CCTV coverage of public areas and, as such, individuals caught on camera would have either 
been invited onto the site or be in breach of a High Court injunction. There are signs on the green gates of 
the site advising of the CCTV which covers this area.  

If gas is retrieved and put into the grid, will it be treated? 

Natural gas from the wells is expected to be the same as most gas from the North Sea and, as such, may 
require dehydration and compression. An odour is likely to be added to help detection; this is required of 
natural gas entering the grid.  
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How long will it take to frack 1km in 45 stages? 

Regarding the time it will take to frack 1km, we avoid placing targets on timing as the focus is ensuring that 
the job is undertaken correctly, as opposed to quickly. However, we can confirm that we expect that 
fracturing will take several months. 

Is Cuadrilla confident that it will meet the Governments financial viability tests? 

Cuadrilla had to pass financial viability tests in order to be awarded its Petroleum Exploration and 
Development Licence (PEDL).   

 Attached are some images [provided below]. One to illustrate how the Heras fencing has previously not 
pulled back to allow access. We are monitoring this after the discussion on Monday at the CLG. The two 
images of pipes caused some concerns as people wondered what they did? Is it possible to say? Also there 
is a photo of the rig on the night it was illuminated brightly, just for information really as this is being 
monitored by Cuadrilla. 

Finally, thank you for providing the images of the heras fencing and the illuminated rig. With regard to the 
pipes, these are for use in operation to cement casing in the well. 
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Could I have an update on the 2 TMP breaches on Saturday morning?  

There were no breaches of the Traffic Management Plan on the morning of Saturday, 17th February. As per 
section 3.7.1 of the Traffic Management Plan, the HGVs were sent out of site using a right turn due to the 
perceived threat of an obstruction by protesters. This was dynamically risk assessed and communicated with 
the Police to avoid disruption to the A583. The result of this risk assessment led to two HGVs being sent right 
out of the site.  

Could I also ask if work was affected on Saturday by the events in Wales, the seismic monitor for ballam 
clearly shows activity. Did your traffic light system pick up this activity and warn you? Is it necessary to 
check well integrity?  

In relation to your question about the earthquake in South Wales, it can be confirmed that due to the far 
distance and small magnitude of the earthquake, this has not impacted work at Preston New Road. 
Furthermore, the purpose of the Traffic Light System is to monitor seismicity during well stimulation and, as 
such, is not currently monitoring.  

For the reasons set out above, there was no risk to well integrity at Preston New Road from this event, so 
there was no requirement to undertake a well integrity test as a result.  We undertake well integrity tests 
frequently and a scheduled test last week met the desired standard.  
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